Copy number variation is surprisingly common among humans and can be involved in phenotypic diversity and variable susceptibility to complex diseases, but little is known of the extent of copy number variation in nonhuman primates. We have used two array-based comparative genomic hybridization platforms to identify a total of 355 copy number variants (CNVs) in the genomes of 20 wild-born chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and have compared the identified chimpanzee CNVs to known human CNVs from previous studies. Many CNVs were observed in the corresponding regions in both chimpanzees and humans; especially those CNVs of higher frequency. Strikingly, these loci are enriched 20-fold for ancestral segmental duplications, which may facilitate CNV formation through nonallelic homologous recombination mechanisms. Therefore, some of these regions may be unstable ''hotspots'' for the genesis of copy number variation, with recurrent duplications and deletions occurring across and within species.
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chimpanzee genome ͉ human evolution ͉ structural genomic variation R ecent studies have unexpectedly shown that structural genomic variation (including copy number variation) is common among normal, healthy human individuals (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . Copy number variants (CNVs) are duplications or deletions of several kb or more of segments of nuclear DNA (11) . For several gene-containing human CNVs, genomic copy number variability has been shown to correlate with corresponding changes in gene expression levels (7, (12) (13) (14) . Hence, it is thought that CNVs may be involved in phenotypic variation, including inherent differences in disease susceptibility. For example, Gonzalez and colleagues (15) found that a lower-than-population-average genomic copy number of the CCL3L1 gene correlated with lower protein levels of this ligand for the HIV-1 coreceptor CCR5 and conferred increased susceptibility to HIV-1 infection. More recently, Aitman et al. (16) demonstrated that a reduced genomic copy number of the FCGR3B gene (an activatory Fc receptor for IgG) serves as an increased risk factor in humans for immunologically related glomerulonephritis.
Although there is growing interest in comprehensively identifying human CNVs and investigating their phenotypic and evolutionary significance, very little is known of the location and frequencies of CNVs in other primate species. Comprehensive discovery and characterization of CNVs in the chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) genome may provide comparative information that would help us to understand the mechanisms leading to the genesis and evolution of these intriguing genomic regions. In an initial analysis of the chimpanzee genome, Newman and colleagues (17) reported the presence of up to 266 deletions, each Ն12 kb in size, within the diploid genome of a single chimpanzee when compared to the human genome. This chimpanzee individual was used for the chimpanzee genome project. Other studies have investigated copy number variation at a limited number of individual loci among the genomes of several chimpanzees to gain insight into the dynamics of corresponding human CNVs (15, 18) . However, a genome-wide analysis of CNVs in a chimpanzee sample population is still lacking. Here, we have used genome-wide, array-based comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) to identify and catalogue CNVs in 20 wild-born chimpanzees and compare these data to currently known human CNVs.
Results
Extensive Copy Number Variation in the Chimpanzee Genome. In this study, we compared the genomic DNAs of 20 wild-born male western chimpanzees (P. troglodytes verus) with the genomic DNA of the captive-born male donor for the chimpanzee genome sequence (19) . We reasoned that this population is ideal for the comparison of CNVs to humans, because levels of nuclear DNA diversity (based on single-nucleotide differences) are thought to be similar among the western chimpanzee subspecies, as within the human species as a whole (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . The slides used for aCGH experiments comprised 2,632 large fragments of human DNA (bacterial artificial chromosome or BAC clones), spaced approximately every 1 Mb across the human genome (Spectral Genomics, Houston). This was the same array platform that we used for an earlier study identifying the widespread presence of CNVs in the human genome (1), facilitating a direct comparison of the results between the two studies. Because human-chimpanzee nucleotide sequence divergence for unique regions of the genome is estimated to be Ͻ2% (19, 24) , the hybridization efficiency of chimpanzee DNA to human BAC clones is sufficient for aCGH experiments (25, 26) .
Using this 1-Mb resolution aCGH platform, we initially identified 331 BACs that exhibited gains or losses in the chimpanzee individuals studied, relative to the reference sample (Fig. 1) . One hundred fourteen CNVs (34.4%) were observed in two or more individual chimpanzees. It is unclear whether the remaining 217 single-incidence CNVs are low-frequency variants or false positives, although the false-positive error rate is expected to be Ϸ1 CNV per aCGH experiment (i.e., 2,632 clones) based on selfself-hybridization experiments (ref. 1 and Fig. 4 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Most CNVs detected in this manner are likely to be Ͻ2 Mb in size because they involved isolated individual BAC clones, and, on this array platform, there is Ϸ1 Mb of DNA to each flanking clone. However, six pairs of CNVs were identified that did not fit such a pattern, with these CNV pairs comprising two consecutive clones on the array (e.g., AC104041.5 and RP11-152F13; human chromosome 15q25.2). These pairs of CNVs may represent large contiguous CNVs that are Ϸ1-3 Mb in size or separate and smaller CNVs with intervening spacing of up to Ϸ1 Mb.
Humans and Chimpanzees Share CNV Regions. The aCGH platform used in this study is the same as that used in a previous study for the discovery of human CNVs (1), allowing us to compare directly levels and patterns of copy number variation between the two species by using a given platform. In the human study, a total of 255 CNVs were identified among 55 individuals (102 CNVs in Ն2 individuals), 76 fewer than in our sample of 20 chimpanzees (1). We found 58 BAC clones that exhibited copy number variation in both chimpanzees and humans, significantly more than expected by chance alone (considering the total number of clones on the array; P Ͻ 0.01). The most commonly identified CNVs in one species were also often commonly observed in the other species. For example, there were 11 CNVs observed in Ͼ25% of the human individuals. Ten of these CNVs were also observed in chimpanzees, and, for eight of these regions, genomic imbalances were observed in three or more chimpanzees (Ն15%). Table 1 lists common CNVs that have been observed in multiple humans and chimpanzees. Comparisons of the chimpanzee CNV loci to human CNVs discovered by using other platforms or methodologies (2-4, 7, 8) resulted in the identification of an additional 16 CNV loci that are shared between the two species (Table 2, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Altogether, 74 of the 331 identified chimpanzee CNV regions were shared between humans and chimpanzees.
Previous studies have shown that human CNV loci are enriched for genes involved in immunity and environmental responses (11, 27) . We performed an analysis based on Gene Ontology (GO) categories (28) for genes that mapped to chimpanzee CNV loci and found a similar pattern for immunity and environmental response-related genes (P Ͻ 0.001) ( Table 3 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Several other GO categories were also overrepresented. We then performed a similar analysis for the CNVs that are shared between humans and chimpanzees and found that these loci are enriched for genes in the GO categories of organismal physiological processes (P Ͻ 0.01), defense response (P Ͻ 0.01), receptor activity (P Ͻ 0.001), non-membrane-bound organelles (e.g., cytoskeletal proteins with integral roles in cell structure and stability; P Ͻ 0.0001), structural molecule activity (P Ͻ 0.0001), and unknown biological processes (P Ͻ 0.01). It is possible that CNVs containing genes in these functional categories are favored and maintained by natural selection in both species. Alternatively, the observed enrichment may reflect a relative relaxation of selective pressure on copy number for these genes (i.e., stronger purifying selection against copy number variation involving genes in nonenriched categories).
The first level of validation involved the identification of 114 of these CNV loci in more than one chimpanzee individual. Moreover, we used real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) of genomic DNA to confirm the genomic imbalances at four different genomic regions in both humans and chimpanzees and in a further six regions in chimpanzees only. In each case, the qPCR results were consistent with results from the aCGH experiments ( Fig. 2 ; and see Fig. 5 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Finally, we performed aCGH experiments on the platform used previously by Sharp and colleagues (4) to identify 160 CNVs among 47 humans. This particular array contains human BAC clones selected to specifically cover known low-copy repeat sequences (segmental duplications) in the human genome (29) . By using genomic DNAs from 5 of the same 20 chimpanzees studied, 28 CNV regions were identified (see Table 4 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Four of these CNV regions overlapped with CNV regions identified by using the 1-Mb resolution arrays (Fig. 6 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), and 11 of the 28 CNV regions corresponded to human CNVs previously identified by using this same segmental duplication-enriched array platform (4), significantly more than expected by chance alone (P Ͻ 0.05).
Shared CNV Regions Are Enriched for Ancestral Segmental Duplica-
tions. Segmental duplications may facilitate the formation of some CNVs through the occurrence of nonallelic homologous recombination mechanisms (30) (31) (32) . Studies in humans have shown that copy-number-variable loci are enriched for segmental duplications (1-4), and we found that chimpanzee CNVs are similarly enriched for segmental duplications: 2.8% of all clones on the 1-Mb aCGH platform contain a segmental duplication in the chimpanzee genome, compared with 7.5% of all chimpanzee CNV loci (P Ͻ 0.0001) and 17.6% of all multiple-incidence chimpanzee CNV loci (P Ͻ 0.000001). Therefore, the presence of ancestral segmental duplications that arose before the divergence of the human and chimpanzee lineages, which are now shared by both species, could partially explain the finding that more CNVs are found in these same regions in both humans and chimpanzees than expected by chance alone.
To evaluate this hypothesis, we compared the locations of the 74 chimpanzee͞human shared CNVs with a database of humanspecific, chimpanzee-specific, and shared human͞chimpanzee segmental duplications (33) . We found that 11 of these 74 (14.9%) chimpanzee͞human-shared CNV regions contained segmental duplications that existed in both species (ancestral segmental duplications) versus only 2.0% for all clones on the array (P Ͻ 0.00001). Among the 17 regions that were found to contain CNVs in multiple individuals in chimpanzees and humans (Table 1) , seven (41.2%) overlapped with ancestral segmental duplications (P Ͻ 0.000001), representing a Ͼ20-fold enrichment relative to all clones on the 1-Mb array. Because the comprehensive identification of segmental duplications in the chimpanzee genome is limited by the current draft of the chimpanzee genome sequence (33) , it is likely that there is an even greater percentage of shared CNVs that occur in close proximity to ancestral segmental duplications than is currently estimated.
Discussion
We have identified a total of 355 CNVs (331 on the 1-Mbresolution aCGH platform and an additional 24 on the segmental duplication-enriched aCGH platform) among the genomes of 20 unrelated chimpanzees from the western subspecies. Because both aCGH platforms actually sample Յ12% of the current reference human genome, the number of CNVs identified in this study is likely to be a gross underestimation of the true number of CNVs in the chimpanzee genome. By using the same aCGH platform, more CNVs were identified among the 20 western chimpanzees tested than among 55 ethnically diverse humans. We have identified an average of 31 CNVs in each of the 20 chimpanzees studied, compared to an average of 12.4 CNVs per person among the 55 human genomes interrogated in the Iafrate et al. (1) study. This finding implies that overall chimpanzee genetic diversity may be more extensive than was previously thought; a notion that is based on estimates of general nuclear DNA sequence diversity among the western chimpanzee subspecies being similar to that of the human species as a whole (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . It is unclear whether this unexpected difference be- tween chimpanzees and humans reflects species-level differences in selective pressures on copy number variation or higher duplication͞deletion mutation rates in chimpanzees or both. Detailed studies on the evolutionary histories of specific CNV loci in both humans and chimpanzees may help resolve this issue. A subset of CNVs was found to be shared in both chimpanzees and humans. Interestingly, these CNVs appear to be relatively common in both species. If one considers the theoretical and empirical estimates of coalescence times (i.e., the most recent common ancestor of all currently known alleles at a given locus based on effective population sizes, with coalescence times for nearly all human loci being Ͻ2 million years) along with a Ϸ6-million-year divergence of the human and chimpanzee lineages, it seems unlikely that genetic polymorphisms present in our common ancestor would have been maintained in extant humans and chimpanzees (22, 23, (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) . This expectation is substantiated by several empirical studies (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) , with exceptions only in rare cases of strong and long-term balancing selection, under which a fitness advantage is conferred to heterozygous individuals (e.g., the MHC locus, ref. 45 ). Therefore, CNVs found in the same regions in both species likely represent recurrent gains and losses at the same loci. Because the underlying fine structure of the duplication͞deletion regions are not yet known, we cannot determine whether the CNVs are structurally similar (i.e., similar breakpoints) in both humans and chimpanzees. Regardless, this finding suggests that these regions may contain features shared between the human and chimpanzee genomes that facilitate frequent CNV genesis.
Many common CNVs may be located in duplication and deletion ''hotspots'' that are inherently and, perhaps, continually unstable (e.g., ref. 10), which may explain why we found the most common CNVs for one species to be nearly always commonly observed in the other species. In support of this theory, Conrad and colleagues (8) recently observed several deletion variants in humans for which there were dissimilar breakpoints and͞or SNP haplotype backgrounds among different individuals. One of these deletion variants is mapped to the same region as BAC clone RP11-130C19 (human chromosome 9p24.3), which was identified as a CNV in multiple chimpanzees in this study (Table  1) . Different mechanisms are likely to act on different types of common CNVs. For example, unlike the deletion variants with dissimilar breakpoints (8) , other common human CNVs are reportedly in complete linkage disequilibrium with flanking SNPs (7, 9) , implying that these particular CNVs have a single origin. Attaining breakpoint and SNP haplotype data on other common CNVs, including those that are observed in both humans and chimpanzees, will help us to stratify classes of CNVs and more comprehensively delineate the molecular mechanisms involved in their generation and maintenance (including potential within-species recurrence).
We propose that inherently unstable CNV hotspots are shared across the human and chimpanzee genomes and that this phenomenon is driven in part by frequent nonallelic homologous recombination of ancestral segmental duplications (Fig. 3) , a hypothesis supported by our finding that CNVs observed at the same loci in multiple humans and chimpanzees are enriched 20-fold for ancestral segmental duplications. However, it is also of interest that not all regions with ancestral segmental duplications are currently known to harbor CNVs. Future studies can evaluate copy number variation frequencies and patterns across multiple species to evaluate what genomic features besides segmental duplications (e.g., recombination rate, GϩC content) influence localized rates of CNV mutation and evolution (46) . When CNVs are common in one species but not observed in the other, species-specific segmental duplications (i.e., the segmental duplications that arose after di- .1) is an example of a CNV that is shared by humans and chimpanzees. Arrows on the aCGH chromosome-specific plots depict (a) a genomic loss for chimpanzee Andy, relative to the reference chimpanzee Clint; (b) a genomic loss for chimpanzee Vincent, relative to Clint; and (c) a genomic gain for human NA17026, relative to human individual 113. (d) These observations were confirmed by qPCR. Genomic DNA from the reference chimpanzee Clint (relative quantity ϭ 1) was used for the standard curve. Error bars depict Ϯ2 SD (95% confidence interval).
Fig. 3.
Model for evolution of CNV hotspots. Certain segmental duplications that arose in a human-chimpanzee common ancestor (depicted at point A) may facilitate separate nonallelic homologous recombination (NAHR) in both chimpanzees (B) and humans (C), leading to the genesis of CNVs in both species. If NAHR in these regions occurs frequently, it may be expected to lead to the maintenance of common CNVs by way of recurrent duplications and deletions.
vergence of the human and chimpanzee lineages) may be involved. For example, locus RP11-315O22 on human chromosome 2q11.2 contains chimpanzee-only segmental duplications (33) and was found to be copy-number variable in Ͼ25% of chimpanzees but has not yet been identified as a CNV in any human study. Also of evolutionary interest are regions for which CNVs are common in one species but not observed in the other, despite the presence of ancestral segmental duplications. Such patterns may reflect lineagespecific changes in other genomic features (e.g., recent studies have shown that recombination hotspots are not always shared between humans and chimpanzees) (47) (48) (49) or recent selective pressure in one lineage.
In summary, we have shown that intraspecific copy number variation is common in the chimpanzee genome, at a level perhaps exceeding that of humans. The evolution of copy number variation appears to be a dynamic process, with a subset of duplication and deletion events possibly reoccurring across, and within, species. Such regions may be inherently unstable and serve as hotspots of structural genomic rearrangements. CNVs observed at the same loci in both humans and chimpanzees will be an important focus of future investigation and may provide interesting opportunities for testing hypotheses concerning the involvement of copy number variation in phenotypic diversity.
Materials and Methods
The wild-born chimpanzee males included in this study were housed at various research facilities and zoological institutions. Whole blood was collected during routine veterinary examinations, and genomic DNA was isolated with a standard phenol-chloroform extraction method (50) . Subspecies designations were determined͞ confirmed by mitochondrial DNA and Y chromosome nucleotide sequencing and comparisons with the sequences of wild-born individuals with known capture or sample-collection location (20) . For the reference sample, we obtained a B lymphoblast cell line (S006006) of the captive-born donor for the chimpanzee genome sequence, Clint, from the Coriell Cell Repositories (Camden, NJ). Based on sequence and pedigree data, Clint is likely a western chimpanzee, although the possibility that his genome reflects limited captive admixture with other subspecies cannot be excluded (19) . DNA was isolated from the cell line with the Puregene DNA Purification kit (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis).
Chimpanzee CNVs were first detected by aCGH (51) by using SpectralChip 2600 microarray slides (Spectral Genomics, Houston). Each slide is spotted with 2,632 human BAC clones, spaced at Ϸ1-Mb intervals throughout the genome, for Ϸ12% coverage of the genome. Two slides were used per experiment in a dye-swap design, to reduce the false-positive error rate. DNA sample labeling, hybridization, washes, and normalization were performed as described in ref. 1, and resulting threshold values of two standard deviations from the population mean ratios of the relative intensity differences were established. aCGH experiments were also performed by using arrays spotted with 2,194 human BAC clones, selected to specifically target known segmental duplication regions in the human genome (4) . DNAs from five of the same chimpanzees used in the 1-Mb aCGH experiments were compared with genomic DNA from the same reference chimpanzee. A dye-swap design was also used for the latter aCGH experiments, and the threshold value was again set to two standard deviations from the population mean ratios. For analyses, clones overlapping the Ig heavy-chain locus on human chromosome 14q32.33 were excluded (i.e., one clone from the 1-Mb array and four clones from the segmental duplication array), because a somatic deletion removes portions of this locus in B lymphoblast cells (52, 53) .
We obtained position information from public sources (Build 34 of the human genome sequence, http:͞͞genome.ucsc.edu, and www.ensembl.org) for the BAC clones on the 1-Mb array. To assess the association of CNVs with segmental duplications, we accessed a database of chimpanzee-only, human-only, and shared chimpanzee and human segmental duplications provided by Cheng and colleagues (33) and noted when there was overlap between a segmental duplication and a given BAC clone. Their analysis was based on data from the chimpanzee genome sequencing project (19) . We also performed a clustering analysis to determine whether any two BAC clones overlapped paralogous segmental duplication DNA segments. If one such BAC contained a CNV, then this could have led to the erroneous identification of a CNV at the second locus (i.e., a segmental duplication ''shadowing'' effect). However, none of the BAC clones contained known paralogous segmental duplication copies. Fisher's exact test was used for all statistical comparisons.
GO analyses were performed by using the program GOTREE MACHINE (54) . To determine whether any GO categories are significantly overrepresented among genes mapped to chimpanzee CNV loci, we compared this subset of genes with the total set of genes that overlap one of the 2,632 BAC clones on the 1-Mb array. A similar analysis was performed for shared human and chimpanzee CNV loci. Shared human and chimpanzee CNV loci were determined based on overlap between identified chimpanzee CNV loci in this study and identified human CNVs in the Database of Genomic Variants (http:͞͞projects.tcag.ca͞variation) as of January 7, 2006. Several CNV-containing BACs encompass multiple genes of similar function (i.e., gene families), introducing a potential bias into our GO analyses. For example, BAC RP11-315O22 (with a genomic loss detected in eight chimpanzees) is mapped to the same region as four genes, all with immune and environmental response functions: IL1RL2, IL1RL1, IL18R1, and IL18RAP. It is unclear whether all genes are copy-number-variable and, if so, whether any phenotypic effects of copy number variation at such loci are gene-specific or more general to the gene family as a whole. To investigate the potential effects of tandemly arranged gene families on our GO results, we eliminated all but one gene from each BAC (for all clones on the 1-Mb array, including the CNV-containing BACs) in the immune response and defense response GO categories and then repeated the chimpanzee CNV GO analysis. Although additional investigation is needed into the phenotypic consequences of copy number variation of gene families, the result of our a posteriori analysis showed that, even under this very conservative approach, chimpanzee CNV loci are significantly enriched for genes with function in immune and defense response (immune response: observed genes, n ϭ 24; expected, n ϭ 14.45; P Ͻ 0.01; defense response: observed genes, n ϭ 26; expected, n ϭ 16.23; P Ͻ 0.01).
For qPCR experiments, primers were designed by using the program PRIMER3 (55) to amplify 100-to 150-bp fragments. These fragments were positioned within or between segmental duplications. We referred to an alignment of the human (Build 34) and chimpanzee (Build 1.1) genome sequences (http:͞͞genome.ucsc.edu) to ensure that primers would amplify the intended fragments in both species. For each locus, the primers (all given 5Ј-3Ј) used were RP11-88L18 (human chromosome 5p15.1) forward (F) GGGTCTGTTTGTGCAGGAAT and reverse (R) TTCATC-CAGGTAAGGGCAAC, RP11-81P11 (1q21.2) (F) GTTAGG-GTCACCATGTCCATTT and (R) TCAGAGGAAGACCAA-GAAAAGC, RP11-96G1 (8q21.2) (F) TGGTGTTGTAGTC-CACGATCTC and (R) GACGCTTATCCAGGAATCTACG, RP11-100C24 (13q14.3) (F) TGTTCTCCATTCATATCGCATC and (R) CCTGCCTGGACCTTATAGTCAC, RP11-315O22 (2q11.2) (F) TGAACGTGTTCTTTTGTGCTCT and (R) ACTT-TACCACCCTCGCTAACAA, RP11-130C19 (9p24.3) (F) TGTT-TCCCCTCTTATTTCCAGA and (R) GAGGGCACTGT-GATCCTAAAAC, RP11-79F15 (19p13.2) (F) GAAAACTCTC-CTTGGGTGTGAG and (R) ATTCGAATCCTAAGAC-CCCATT, RP11-79I15 (16p13.11) (F) TGTAACCCTTCTCTT-GCCAAAT and (R) CTAGCAGCCCTCATCTACCACT, RP11-499D5 (16p11.2) (F) CATGGGTATCAGAGACACTGGA and (R) TCTTTATCCACTCCCTGCAGTT, and RP11-28G16 (14q32.12) (F) TGACCTCTGATTTTTCCCTCAT and (R) AATGAATGTGATTTCCCCAAAC. A fragment from a reference gene, TP53 (chr17p13.1) (F) CCCTTCCCAGAAAAC-CTACC and (R) CAGGCATTGAAGTCTCATGG, was amplified as a calibrator to adjust for any minor variance among the DNA dilution quantities of different samples. Samples were run in 25-l reactions using iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) in a 96-well plate on a Bio-Rad iCycler Thermal Cycler with an initial denaturation of 93°C for 2 min, followed by 40 cycles of 93°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 30 sec. For each test sample replicate, 2 ng of genomic DNA was used. Standard curves were created by using dilutions of genomic DNA from the chimpanzee reference individual (S006006; Clint). Test samples were run in triplicate and standards run in duplicate. Results were analyzed, and the final standard deviation was calculated from the standard deviations of the test gene and the reference gene according to the manufacturer's instructions.
